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WHY Y4Y?

Dear Guests,

“Why Y4Y?” is a legitimate question for anyone who 
considers chartering a yacht in our company, with 
the aim of having the best time of the year.

That is why we have decided to offer you an answer 
in our own characteristic and creative way. We talked 
to employees, colleagues, business partners and 
guests, and we are presenting you their portraits and 
impressions...



4 Epic men, 

4 EPIC MEN, Y4Y long term guests: 
 “It just feels like home, we are not taking 
sailing trips no more, we are making 
memories whenever we come here. 
Friendships were born here and everything 
from people, boats, services and their 
kindness is just plain and simple – EPIC !”



SRĐAN, the General Manager who gives 
importance to everything that matters: 
“We care about the people who use our 
service and the staf  who work hard to 
achieve our goals and want the best 
experience for both. We are true to our 
values.”



KRISTINA, the Client Manager,
the welcoming face of Y4Y:

“I was looking for a job, but with Y4Y I get so 
much more, very good friends and a lot of 

positive energy.”



ATLE, a former Norwegian client, and today 
a boat owner and partner: “From the start 
of our holiday in 2014 we felt that Y4Y was a 
company that really cared for their clients. 
We had two wonderful weeks onboard 
MILA, and during our holiday we wondered 
how it would be to have a boat on our own 
in Croatia. From the moment we arrived 
in the marina with a lot of questions, we 
were taken care of in the best possible way. 
From that moment, we felt like a part of 
the Y4Y family. We are coming back to our 
“family” every summer, and on some extra 
occasions. Every time we are welcomed by 
a friendly staff , giving us the perfect start 
on every holiday. Having a boat at Y4Y is 
simple, they take really good care of PETRA 
II, and the boat is always in good condition. 
We really feel that our baby (PETRA II) is in 
the best hands in the Y4y family.”



BRUNO, a student assistant: “Yacht4You – Best for you!”

IVANA, a model who worked in Y4Y marketing campaigns:
“Y4Y because of the extremely friendly staff who are ready to 
answer every question and who are excellent at work.”



MARIO, the Base Manager, the heart
of Y4Y: “Sailing is my passion and work 
too, with YACHT4YOU I get both of them.”



JOSIP, owner of the laundry service: 
“Because they care about the  

environment.”



PETRA, a student assistant:
“Unique personalities of each and every one 

of us combined with radiant energy we all 
share brings a satisfed customer, so I invite 

you to become one of them.”



MATKO, the marine equipment supplier: 
“Pleasant people, friendly working environment.”.

VEDRAN, works in charter company in Marina Kaštela.: 
“I just don’t see Why not?”



MARKO, the youngest member of the Y4Y 
team: “My entire life I felt like there’s nobody 
behind me, now I have Yacht4You holding 
my back and bringing me up day to day.”



LILI, the housekeeper, who cares 
for the boats like she cares for 
her family: “Life was a tight box 
until I came to Yacht4You.”

SINIŠA, the skipper:  
“Yacht4You is the coolest 
company I work with. I love 
friendly atmosphere and the 
fair cooperation.”



SYS & LARS, Y4Y clients from Denmark: 
“Yacht4You is very open minded and we 

have only experienced a very kind and 
positive attitude all the way. They drive a 

very honest and trustworthy business.”



FRANK, Y4Y client from Germany: 
“Everything was great, boat was fast, 
crew is cool and weather was perfect :).”



WOLFGANG & ANJA, Y4Y clients from 
Germany: “We had a fantastic holiday on 

the boat Pinky and we’ll come back.”



booking@yacht4you.hr 
info@yacht4you.hr 

Yacht4You d.o.o. 
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21213 Kaštel Gomilica 
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tel. +385 21 222 300 
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